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It's time to make some noise 
about voice search and how it 
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cherrY ab TerminaTes 
ceo’s emploYmenT 

Swedish-based Cherry AB announced 
that it has terminated the employment 
of Anders Holmgren as the company's 
CEO and President, following his detention 
by authorities in Sweden on reasonable 
grounds suspected for severe insider trading.

The company first reported that it had been 
informed by the Swedish Economic Crime 
Authority that it had initiated an investigation, 
as a result of share trading, into their CEO 
on 22 May 2018. This led to the authorities 
conducting a search a search at their head 
office and the arrest of Anders Holmgren.

Initially Gunnar Lind, Chairman of the 

Cherry Audit Committee, was selected 
to be acting CEO for the duration of 
the investigation, suggesting that upon 
Holmgren’s return he would reassume 
his position.

However, on 23 May Cherry AB was 
informed that prosecutors had requested 
that the court detain Holmgren, for his 
suspected severe insider trading. A day 
later on 24 May the Stockholm District 
Court detained Holmgren.

With their CEO now detained, Cherry 
AB had no choice but to terminate his 
employment at the company, leaving 
the stewardship of the company to 
Gunnar Lind whilst beginning the 
process of finding his successor.

Discussing the decision to terminate 
Holmgren’s employment at the company 
Morten Klein, Chairman of the Board of 
Cherry AB, commented: “Anders Holmgren 
has made valuable contributions as CEO of 
Cherry, but he is unable to perform his duties 
while facing accusations of severe insider 
trading. The board of directors has today 
decided to terminate his employment as 
CEO." Klein added: “In connection therewith, 
Anders Holmgren will also leave his 
assignments as board member in Cherry’s 
subsidiaries. As previously announced, 
Gunnar Lind is acting CEO and will remain 
in this position to ascertain that the group 
develops according to plan until 
a permanent CEO is appointed.”

winners

losers

Catena Media 
ventured further 
into the trade 
finance vertical 
acquiring three 
new foreign 
exchanges 
websites

Members 
of the Italian 
online gaming 
community and 
its affiliates who 
might miss out 
on some of the Fifa 
World Cup betting 
action, thanks 
to the country's 
failure to qualify 
for the tournament

Australian focused 
affiliates will now 
have to deal with 

the impact of 
new 15% point of 

consumption taxes 
in most territories

BetterCollective announced its intentions 
to list its shares on the NASDAQ Stockholm

evens

35% 50 $250,000 $88bn 
The percentage 
that the online 

sector accounts for 
of gross gaming 

yield, according to 
the latest statistics 
update released by 
the UK Gambling 

Commission

The number 
of eSports 

streamers Esports 
Entertainment 

Group has signed 
through affiliate 

marketing 
agreements 

The amount of 
quarterly sales 

generated by Catena 
Media’s newly acquired 

Forextrader assets

The total US digital 
ad spend reached in 
2017, according to 

the latest IAB Internet 
Advertising Revenue 

Report

briefi ng

Anders Holmgren has departed the company 
following suspected severe insider trading
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pass noTes

i’ve heard a lot about bitcoin, but i don’t really understand it. 
You and most of the world, mate. Bitcoin was the world’s first decentralised 
digital currency, working without a central bank or single administrator. The 
system works as a peer-to-peer network in which transactions take place 
between users directly, without an intermediary.

Come again, in terms I can understand… It’s a great way for you to
make more money from your affiliate site.

Now you’re talking! So what should I do? Well, there are loads of 
people out there wanting to spend their cryptocurrency online, and they 
are the kind of internet savvy people who also like to gamble. So you can 
either tailor your content to appeal to these people, boosting your site 
traffic, or even create your own currency.

movers and 
shakers

Sezin Ozel, Managing 
Director at Bet On Aces 
commenting on a new 
affiliate program with 

Income Access 

Esports Entertainment 
Group CEO, Grant Johnson, 
looking to the future after a 
12 month company update

 “I am looking forward 
to presenting Esports 

Entertainment Group’s vision 
for gambling and the fast 
growing eSports industry 

to investors for the first time 
at the LD Micro Invitational 
Conference. Immediately 
following the conference, 
we will be continuing our 

meetings with funds, brokers 
and investors. This should be 

an exciting three weeks.”

"Nektan has long recognised 
that the cryptocurrency 
space is becoming an 

increasingly important part 
of the global e-gaming 

industry. Our E-Lite platform 
has been designed with 
flexibility in mind, to be 

adjusted seamlessly in order 
to meet the changing needs 

of our customers.”

quote unquote

Nektan’s interim chief 
executive, Gary Shaw, 

discussing its new agreement 
with its Malta-based Tyche 
Digital, to deliver its Evolve 

Lite gaming platform

“Affiliates will play a huge 
part in building our player 

base, and our new program 
with leading affiliate 

software and management 
firm Income Access will 
allow us to generate a 

higher volume of organic 
traffic. We believe that our 
channel not only supports 

all affiliate marketing 
methods, but also 

complements them.”

Casino operator Videoslots has appointed 
MILES SAACKS as its new Head of Affiliates. 

“Every day at Videoslots is different and that’s 
why I love it so much. I couldn’t be prouder that 
my efforts have been recognised. We are a hard-

working and dedicated team that works perfectly 
together in order to achieve our goals.”  

PER HELLBERG has been appointed as 
the new CEO of Catena Media, replacing 

Acting CEO, Henrik Persson Ekdahl.

“I am ready and strongly motivated to take 
Catena Media’s journey of growth a further 
step forward. At Catena Media, I will be able 
to combine my drive, experience, leadership 

skills, expertise and knowledge of online 
lead generation.”  

 “Raketech is an exciting company with lots 
of opportunities ahead. I look forward to 
supporting the management team in the 
continued journey, with more acquisitions 

as well as new products and markets on 
the agenda.”

ANNIKA BILLBERG has been appointed as a 
new member on Raketech’s Board of Directors.

briefi ng

That sounds complicated, and illegal. But I like the sound of a 
bank note with my face on it. That’s not really how it works, but it is legal, 
and doesn’t have to be so complicated. There are already affiliates out there 
in the gambling fraternity who are doing it. There is even a CasinoCoin in 
circulation specifically for the online casino industry.

So why do people use it instead of traditional cash?
Cryptocurrencies are fast, safe and secure. CasinoCoin says a typical 
transaction takes less than five seconds and costs less than one penny. 
Operators love it, and so do regulators.

So, if I link to sites that take cryptocurrency, and make content 
that tells people how to spend it, I could make more money?
Faster than a speeding bullet!

Cryptocurrencies



Trafficology has partnered with data experts Casino City Press to provide 
insight into website and traffic trends across the gaming industry

Traffic report
The TransiTion from deskTop To mobile
Mobile traffic has become increasingly important with the 
continued migration of users from desktop to mobile devices. 
According to Google, mobile search overtook desktop search  
in 2016. Since then, Google has placed increasing emphasis  
on search results from the perspective of the mobile user.  
Now, more than a year and a half after Google announced 
plans to migrate from a desktop-first to a mobile-first  
index, the transition is actively underway.

The transition is significant from an SEO perspective.  
When a site is migrated to mobile-first indexing, the spidering 
performed by the Smartphone Googlebot is used to populate 
Google’s index and determine search results. This is a complete 
reversal of the practice Google has historically followed, where 
only the desktop version of a website was indexed and all 
search results were based exclusively on content displayed  
to desktop users.

The change to a mobile-first index will alter how sites  
rank in Google search results and the traffic they receive.  
There will be winners and losers in the transition. Beyond  
the changes directly related to the shift in Google’s index,  
the experience of mobile users will play an increasingly  
critical role in determining if a site will be a success or  
failure for both affiliates and operators.

european casino porTal siTes
The data included in this traffic report shows the overall,  
mobile and desktop traffic ranks of the top European casino 
portal sites. As expected, the top list based on overall traffic  
was the most stable. There was no change in the top six  
positions for the last three months (February to March  
2018) versus the prior three months. The top site overall  
was nodepositbonus.cc, estimated to have over 11 million  
visits worldwide in the quarter.

On the other end of the spectrum, the list of top European 
casino portal sites based on mobile traffic was the most volatile. 
The biggest jump was freespins.se, which moved up from 
position 127 last quarter to position 13 this quarter. Most of  
the jump was due to a real increase in traffic, but a portion  
was due to freespins.com being redirected to freespins.se. 

how ranks are deTermined
The first step in the ranking process is determining the  
sites to include. Currently, Casino City Press has more  
than 40,000 gaming-industry websites in its database.  
Every month for more than a decade, they have used  
services like Alexa, Hitwise and SimilarWeb to find new  
sites those services consider similar to the sites already  
in their database. They manually examine and classify  
these new sites, effectively using the millions of users 
comprising the panels used by those services as their eyes  
and ears. Other approaches are used too, like monitoring 
regulatory agency sites and the news, but reviewing  
newly suggested similar sites yields the majority of  
new site additions.

Casino City Press also gathers a variety of metrics from  
third-party data providers each month for every site in their 
database. Basic statistics are obtained for each site, including 
estimated visits, visitors and page views, and more complicated 
statistics like the total estimated time spent on a site by all 
visitors are calculated. Using a range of factors and multiple  
data providers, they calculate a weighted power mean to 
determine the overall estimated importance of a site.

Importance is a linear function, so the overall importance 
of an operator is simply the combined importance of the sites 
associated with the operator. Similarly, the overall importance 
of an affiliate program is the combined importance of the sites 
represented by the affiliate program. The same approach allows 
importance to be determined for portal site owners, game 
operators, licensing jurisdictions and more. Importance can  
also be partitioned based on the geographic distribution of 
traffic to the underlying sites or based on underlying mobile 
or desktop traffic. Finally, importance can be determined for 
selected time intervals. Calculating importance is the hard  
work. After that, ranks are easy to determine based on  
relative importance.
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Rankings are estimated using statistical data and should not be considered absolute ranking values. More than 
40 complementary top lists are available on the iGamingDirectory.com website operated by Casino City Press

Top sites overall Top desktop sites Top mobile sites
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eVenT reView

After months of anticipation, the launch of AffiliateCon Sofia 
on the 15-16 May set a new standard for how the online 
gaming industry meets new and existing affiliates. 

Hundreds of affiliates descended on Bulgaria’s capital for the 
inaugural event to experience a show that sets itself apart from 
the present affiliate conferences on offer.

The show was a huge success, with many affiliates praising 
the atmosphere and informal setting as a new way to conduct 
business with industry peers. AffiliateCon Sofia 2018 was the 
perfect blend of education and entertainment in a beautiful, 
relaxed, friendly setting. 

Keep your eye out for any updates on events that may be 
happening in the not so distant future.  

Affi liateCon Sofia 
2018 review
Bringing affi liates together for a boutique event in Bulgaria where 
putting quality ahead of quantity proved to be a winning formula

"I really enjoyed speaking at the AffiliateCon 
conference in Sofia. It was great to engage with 

so many affiliates in such a fantastic venue. 
The event was professionally run and full of 

interesting and high quality content."
Chris Snell Industry manager, google



https://www.gamblinginsider.com/click/traff-click.php?id=107


"AffiliateCon is one of the few events 
that focuses on quality over quantity. An 
event that offers real value and business 

opportunities" marc kenigsberg 
founder of bitcoinchaser.com

"we haVe alwaYs endorsed eVenTs ThaT 
brinG QualiTY discussions and affiliaTecon 

IN SOFIA IS SUCH A GREAT EXAMPLE!"
PETER IVANOV HEAD OF TRADING, ULTRAPLAY



Mixology party
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audience, whether it was on SEO, cryptocurrencies or various 
legal perspectives. 

We received a lot of amazing feedback about the Mixology 
networking party, on the first night of the show, with 
many saying that Zhana Bergendorff was one of the best 
performances they have ever seen.  

Hosting the event in Sofia was definitely the right  
decision as it’s a brilliant location, especially for this  
type of event. Geographically, it allowed for affiliates to  
travel easily to the conference including a large number of 
attendees coming from the region itself. We were also very  
lucky with the weather, meaning affiliates could fully utilise  
the balcony and terrace areas at the show itself. 

Are you planning one next year?
We are definitely looking to bring back AffiliateCon Sofia  
next year, and we’re also planning some other events that  
we will be releasing more information on soon, but I can’t 
share any more with you for now.

How do you think the launch event of AffiliateCon Sofia went?
We purposefully created AffiliateCon with the idea that 
it would be completely different from other events that 
are currently available in the industry. Communicating 
something different is always difficult to conceptualise  
at first until you put the wheels in motion and see it 
happening in real life. Now that people who attended  
the event have experienced it, they can truly understand  
what we’re trying to achieve with the show. 

While the total numbers of affiliates are important, it’s  
about the quality of the people who attend. Without the 
massive crowds and outlandish stands, the event gives 
attendees the chance to network with other affiliates  
and have valuable conversations with attending brands  
at the show. 

Probably my biggest concern about the launch was that  
once you filter out everyone who is not a verified affiliate 
people would think it was less crowded than other affiliate 
shows, thus meaning less opportunity. I was worried how  
that would be received, however the feedback from the  
show has been extremely positive. Again, the message  
we were trying to convey was quality over quantity and  
so far we’re pleased with how that message has come  
across to the people that attended. 

What aspects of the show worked well?
When putting the event together, we wanted to  
ensure that we were creating a space that catered for  
every attendee's needs at an industry show. There are 
definitely some improvements that we will want to make  
to the next AffiliateCon shows, however, every aspect of 
the Sofia event was of the highest quality. Many attendees 
praised the level of treatment they received, whether this  
was in regards to the educational aspects, the facilities  
and generally all of the hospitality provided.

We were surprised at just how popular the educational 
aspects of the show were, and we will definitely continue 
to build on this going forward. Each speaker had a huge 

Q&A with AffiliateCon Sofia Director, Julian Perry

Julian Perry



eVenT preView

iGB Live! is set to open its doors for the first time on 17 July, but 
what can you expect from the new super show? Well, Clarion 
Gaming’s vision to streamline three of the most prestigious 
shows in the gaming industry and bring them all under one roof 
appears to be a real masterstroke, as buzz surrounding the event 
grows larger by the day. Attendees are licking their lips over the 
merger of the iGaming Super Show, EiG and the Amsterdam 
Affiliate Conference as members of the gambling and affiliate 
industries prepare to gather for the first, of what could be  
many, iGB Live! super shows.

Clarion have stressed that each of the three individual 
shows will all retain their own identities, insuring that they 
have their own dedicated presence and brand personality. 
This decision has been praised my many, including Shona 
ODonnell, the event director responsible for the creation of  
the original iGaming Super Show eight years ago. iGB Live!  
is seen as a forward looking decision which stands to benefit 
all three events' stakeholders by creating greater networking 
opportunities along with other benefits. 

ODonnell explained when iGB Live! was launched about  
its benefits stating: “From speaking with the market we know 
how much importance it places on reducing the volume of 
business events currently on the calendar, but at the same  
time raising standards and improving ROI. The iGaming Super 
Show, EiG and the Amsterdam Affiliate Conference will retain 
their individual personalities, identity and vision that have 
made them three of the best known and respected brands  
in gaming. This strategic move will enhance the value and 
appeal of attending what will be the biggest dedicated  
igaming exhibition and conference for the industry and  
one which is guaranteed to meet stakeholder needs from  
a networking, education and business perspective.”

iGB Live! offers an impressive strategic conference  
schedule and valuable networking events for all of its 
attendees during the four-day event – all focused towards 
the gambling industry's various sectors and other companies 
that they interact with or want to get connected to. With 
this year’s sessions, of which there will be 40, focusing on 

17-20 July 2018
The Amsterdam RAI, Hall 8, Amsterdam, Netherlands

GB Live! Event Preview
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SEO, marketing, acquisition, regulation and compliance, 
sports betting, finance, and much more ensuring whatever 
educational desire you have is catered for.

This year promises to have more delegates, more affiliates, 
and mores sponsors than ever before. This news comes as no 
surprise considering the success of the event’s previous years 
and its growing reputation within the industry. iGB Live! 
offers unrivalled networking opportunities, expert speakers 
covering hot topics and trends, and delegates from over 100 
different countries. Currently it’s expected that there will be 
over 5,000 delegates descending on Amsterdam for the  
four-day event.

One of the most important aspects of any good show 
is its networking opportunities of which the iGB Live! has 
numerous. From the moment you arrive at the conference and 
are greeted at the welcoming drinks you will have more than 
enough chances to make the connections you are looking for 
and strengthen your old friendships. These opportunities are 
varied from simple coffee breaks to late-night partying at Club 
NYX on Tuesday evening, an Amsterdam hotspot for revellers. 
With Wednesday evening and Thursday evening also offering 
attendees the chance to drink and dance the night away with 
new and old acquaintances, the only problem with iGB Live!  
is you might end up having too much fun.

iGB Live! also offers pre-show networking opportunities 
through the event social media presence and its brand 
new networking tool that has now been launched. The new 
networking app allows you to get started before you have 
even arrived at the conference. So be prepared to meet 
many new contacts at this year’s event. The iGB Live! 2018 
networking tool allows those who interact with individual 
attendees using the simple messaging function as well as 
allowing for you to reach a broader audience through its 
broadcasting update feature. This allows attendees to build 
a network and arrange meetings that might not have been 
possible otherwise.

The new app also allows for visitors to plan their  
schedule for iGB Live! through its easy access to the event's 
full schedule and floor plan. Ensuring that you are aware of 
all the conference sessions that you want to attend by adding 
them to your personal calendar. To gain access to the tool  
all you need to do is register for iGB Live! and choose to  
opt-in during the process.

Be sure to also stay in touch and up to date through the 
event's prescience on various social media platforms. iGB  
Live! will be releasing updates and unique content from the 
show onto its Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Linkedin 
pages. You can also follow or get in touch with the  
organisers through the hashtag #iGBLIVE18.

Having offered over 100 speakers and 40 sessions at last 
year’s AAC event alone, the new super show promises to 
once again provide a high calibre and wide range of industry 
focused discussions. As previously mentioned these will vary 
in their focus with this year’s major topics of interest being 
SEO, marketing, acquisition, regulation and compliance, 
sports betting and finance. With several key speakers already 
confirmed and many more to be added, the event promises  
to provide attendees with invaluable industry advice.

The streamlining of the shows means that one of the 
most highly anticipated annual start up competitions, the 
Launchpad competition, will be coming to iGB Live! from its 
origins at EiG. Launchpad offers the unique opportunity of 
allowing new members of the gaming industry to showcase 
some of the latest innovations and new ways of thinking to 
a wider audience. Since its creation in 2009, Launchpad has 
allowed five nominees to be given the opportunity to pitch 
their ideas to the EiG audiences. Finalists for this year’s show 
will be selected by the end of June and receive coaching for 
their presentations. As iGB Live has brought together three 
different audiences including operators, affiliates,  
and suppliers to this year’s event, it allows for a wider  
range of new start-ups to compete for a spot in the show.

iGB Live! will be taking place at the Amsterdam RAI, in  
Hall 8, which is the largest exhibition space in the Netherlands. 
Amsterdam is located centrally in Western Europe making it  
an easy destination to reach for anyone based in Europe.  
Being a major city for commerce and travel hub it also  
offers direct flights from most major destinations. 

Other than being size appropriate the RAI also offers  
ideal transport links from several major transport hubs in  
the city. Those who arrive by train will be glad to know that 
the exhibition hall has its own station along with trams, metro 
and buses all also running frequently to the venue. Amsterdam 
Airport Schipol, the city’s major airport, is also just 15 minutes 
away ensuring minimal disruption for those looking to head 
straight to the event from their flight. The close proximity of 
the venue to these transports hubs and the city centre make  
it the ideal space for the newly created iGB Live! which is set  
to be one of the largest events in the gaming calendar.

"Having 100 speakers and 
40 sessions at last year’s 
aac event, the new super 

show promises a wide 
range of discussions"

shona odonnell



¡GB Live! Q&As

activewins
What are your thoughts on the joining of three key 
affiliate events into one? What are you expecting for  
the launch of this new mega-affiliate show?
With the increase in affiliates conferences this past year, 
it becomes more difficult to ensure each event keeps its 
individuality while still providing value for affiliates and 
affiliate programs. Combining the three events together 
gives much more incentive and opportunity to create a 
successful conference. We’re excited about it. 

What kind of business are you hoping to get done  
at the show?
As always, we use conferences to continue building on 
existing relationships, whilst having the opportunity to  
create new business. This show will be no different. However,  
as we develop our portfolio of brands, we can showcase them 
 to new and existing affiliates within our program. Our exhibit 
stand always has a steady stream of traffic, so we anticipate  
even greater footfall with a mega-show. 

What do you think will be some of the biggest topics 
discussed by affiliates at the event?
Compliance and GDPR will still be the hot topics of discussion 
throughout the event. Recent GDPR and compliance changes 
have certainly altered the way the industry is working, and 
we will be readily available to answer any questions and 
provide useful tips to our affiliates to ensure they are  
working with us in a compliant way.

Why do you think it's so important for companies  
like yourself to attend events such as iGB Live!? 
In digital marketing, a lot of communication is through 
phone calls and emails. Our mantra is good business with  
a personal touch, so these events are one of the ways to  
create important face to face time with our affiliates. We  
find this not only develops a relationship but also helps us  
to understand the affiliate and their plans for the future.  
The ActiveWins account team also makes road trips 
throughout the year to visit affiliates in different countries. 
We’ve been working with affiliates for over five years now,  
so conferences are a great place to showcase both new  
and existing brands within the program.

inTerTops 
2018 will mark the first year these three huge affiliate  
shows have been joined together. What are your 
expectations for the show?
The iGaming Super Show was already a mega-event in  
the past, bringing affiliates and operators together and  
also providing operators with the chance to meet up  
with their business partners in the b2b zone. 

In 2018 things will be even better after including EIG.  
This move makes perfect sense when you look at the  
packed online gaming event calendar.

For the event, we not only expect an increase in the  
number of attendees, but also the chance of numerous 
productive meetings and new input from interesting  
sessions.

What can visitors expect to see at the stand?  
Have you got any exciting presentations planned?
At Intertops, our focus is always on entertaining our customers, 
for instance with monthly leader-board promotions. We also 
want to entertain our affiliates and business partners, when 
they come to visit our stand. The 2018 World Cup will be history 
in Amsterdam, but we still expect people to be in World Cup 
fever, and so will be inviting them to play table soccer at our 
stand D6 and win attractive prizes!

What do you think will be some of the key issues  
discussed by affiliates at the event?
We will be looking back at some of the recent changes, 
for example the Supreme Court striking down the PASPA 
law which will have major impact on sports betting in the 
United States. Last but not least, crypto currencies had a 
difficult month in May. How will they develop in the coming 
months bearing in mind the United States DoJ’s probe into 
price manipulation in crypto-markets and other worldwide 
regulatory changes?

What kind of business are you hoping to get done  
at the show?
Firstly, we look forward to meeting up with all our existing 
affiliates, strengthening our relationships by discussing 
new ideas and business strategies. And we are always  
happy to welcome new faces in the industry and to start  
doing business together.

Secondly, we will catch up with our partners, such 
as payment- and software providers, analyse current 
cooperations and discuss new synergy-options. 



Cover feature

Talking
Voice 
Voice-based search is on  
a rapid rise, and is already 
impacting SEO. Is your strategy 
ready to look beyond your current 
keywords and even beyond search 
engine giant Google? The success 
of your affiliate business may 
depend on it

As an affiliate, there is a high probability you have 
spent a great deal of time and money on Search 
Engine Optimisation (SEO). But the search landscape 
is shifting – and there is a good chance that unless 
you adapt now, you are in danger  
of being left behind. Think Google is your best 
friend and the king of search engines? It may be 
time to think again and adjust your strategy, as 
there is a new king coming to town – voice search.

If you’ve ever had a conversation with Alexa or 
Siri, you’ll know what voice search is and what it can 
do for you. But instead of just being a handy, hands-
free way of playing your favourite music, it’s also a 
way more and more people around the world are 
scouring the internet for actionable information.

According to respected venture capitalist Mary 
Meeker’s influential Internet Trends Report, voice 
searches increased 35-fold between 2006 and 2016, 
and speech recognition has improved so much 
that it now achieves 95% accuracy. Coupled with 
an explosion in sales of hardware like the market 
leading ‘digital assistant’ Amazon Echo, which has  
sold more than 30 million units by the end of 2017, 
and you can see the opportunity. Location World 
says more than 40% of adults used voice-based 
search on a daily basis in 2016, and ComScore says 
that by 2020 we will have reached the important 
tipping point where half of all searches will be 
voice-based.



According to a recent YouGov survey in the UK, just 7%  
of the UK smart speaker market is held by Google Home, 9%  
for Google Home Mini, and a whopping 75% by Amazon  
Echo. Why is this important? Because whereas the Google 
devices obviously use their own search engine to provide 

results, the market leader Amazon Echo does not. Amazon 
Echo searches are powered by Microsoft’s Bing.

Bing is often viewed as the poor cousin to Google, but 
there are many compelling reasons why you should be taking 
note, and no doubt powered by the rise in voice search. Last 
year, Bing saw 23% year on year growth in search advertising, 
growing to almost 20% of market share in the US. Google  
paid search clicks were down 11% in the same period.

With Bing being less competitive when it comes to 
keywords, you can benefit from lower cost per clicks (CPC) 
on Bing – by up to a third. These Bing Ads are often in better 
positions then on Google and can have higher click through 
rates (CTR). Google also doesn’t allow demographic targeting 
on search, but Bing does. So if you want to target a certain 
gender and age, you can with Bing.

That’s all well and good, but whichever search engine or 
blend of options you choose as a gambling affiliate, it’s all 
about ensuring your links appear in those searches – whether 
organic or paid.

But then there are major hurdles to tackle with voice 
search. Not only does a typical search provide one single 
‘true’ answer, but search engines like Google do not allow 
actions that “facilitate or promote online gambling services”.  
So what to do?

At this year’s Festival of Marketing in London, Paddy Power’s 
product innovation manager, Stephen McMeel, spoke about  
the betting company’s experimentation with Alexa Skills.  
Alexa Skills are like apps, and anyone can make them to 
provide functions (like turning on a light switch) or content.

Paddy Power created a daily ‘show’ that people could 
download to play via their Amazon Echo devices. This  
daily news briefing included a Tip of the Day.

“Voice is a huge opportunity and will be massive in the 
future,” said McMeel. “At the moment nobody has got close  
to what voice can be and will be, there’s lots of potential  
there and it’s absolutely a journey worth taking.”

McMeel also said it was important for any business to  
find and recognise their ‘moment’ – a time and place that 
people want content and information that you can provide.  
He called this the ‘raw chicken moment’ – that time when  
you are cooking raw chicken, have contaminated hands,  
and therefore use a voice control to set a cooking timer.

 “It’s 10x easier to do that by speaking to Alexa rather  
than washing your hands and setting a timer on your phone.  
Brands need to find their own ‘raw chicken’ moments where  
they make a task 10x easier via Alexa.”

And that really is the crux of voice search and how affiliates  
can leverage it. It all starts with the moment. One report  
stated that more than 60% of voice searches are conducted 
when people are busy doing something else, such as driving, 
where they cannot use their hands to perform their search.

Imagine someone travelling to and from work, for  
instance. Someone sat in their car listening to the radio  
may hear about a sporting event happening that night  
and want to know what odds they can get. Using voice  
search would enable them to do this. The same commuter  
using a train would probably be less likely to use search  
as firstly their hands are free and secondly they probably  
don’t want to be talking to their device in a crowded  
carriage. Tailoring your content to suit those moment  
is crucial.

A search in Amazon Skills (on Amazon.co.uk) reveals just 
7 Skills for ‘betting’, and 13 for ‘gambling’. These range from 
horse racing tips to poker probability, with a few fun games 
thrown in. Hardly a crowded marketplace for a savvy affiliate.

THE VOICE REPORT
The way people search using voice commands is very 
different from how they type. The search requests are 
more ‘human’, and tend to be more complete rather than 
related keywords strung together. This has a major impact 
on SEO and opens up some interesting longtail keyword 
opportunities for gambling affiliates.

Google themselves recognise the impact of voice search  
on SEO and have identified four micro-moments. 

1.“I-want-to-know” moments, that are translated to searches
 starting with Who, What, Why…

2.“I-want-to-go” moments are expressed through “near me”    
 and“nearby” searches

3.“I-want-to-do” moments, translated to “How to…” queries
4.“I-want-to-buy” moments relate to specific product keywords.

Gambling affiliates will want of focus on “I want to know” 
and “I want to do” moments, such as “What are the odds on 
Man City winning the Champions League next year?” and  



asked could be time sensitive or complex for Google to  
answer, for example “basketball odds” which game would  
the user be referencing.”

“For research key phrases such as “what is a Trixie bet in 
horse racing” there are answer boxes which the assistant can 
read out. The companies that are being referenced in these 
answer boxes have control of the result have invested in SEO 

and the production of information and educational content. 
We would expect this to continue and competition of the 
control of such answers to increase.

“From a transactional perspective, the creation of an  
action (similar to an Alexa skill which allows you to have 
custom conversion with the customer) is something that 
brands could develop, however a policy of Google is they 
don’t allow actions that “facilitate or promote online 
gambling services. If these rules remain it could be hard  
for brands to invest in creation of actions.”

 Campbell suggests two approaches for gambling affiliates 
to focus on – gaining longtail Answer Boxes which the Google 
Assistant will read out, which is accomplished with SEO,  and  
the creation of allowed actions.

So let’s look into that research more closely to gain 
some insight. Of the 496 key phrases tested on the Google 
home device, the Google Assistant wasn’t able to answer a 
staggering 358. For the 138 key phrases the assistant gave  
an answer, 120 were Standard Answers, 13 were Definitions, 
4 were links on the Google Home app, and one was a 
Knowledge Graph.

The gambling vertical had one of the higher levels of no 
response. For example, the assistant wasn’t able to answer  
the following key phrases:

• online boxing betting 
• trixie bet 
• online casino games
• next tory leader odds 
• tour de France betting 
• how to work out a lucky 15

“How do I place a Yankee bet?”.
Digital performance agency ROAST recently compiled  

in-depth research into the real variance between verticals  
in the sphere of voice search. The whitepapers, which have 
been run individually across 22 sectors, identify opportunities  
in today’s market.

Ollie Bishop, TIPi (ROAST’s holding group) Founder and CEO, 
said: “The opportunity for brands to get ahead of the game in 
voice search is huge right now. Marketers need to be conscious 
that gaining visibility in voice search extends beyond the 
optimisation of your website. The key to identifying exactly 
where the opportunity would be for you makes these reports 
incredibly important.” 

Some key findings from the report identified significant 
differences between verticals and shined a light on various 
opportunities are within Voice Search. 

“Voice Search is an incredibly important part of your 
marketing strategy and shouldn’t be forgotten or over  
looked," said John Campbell, Head of SEO at ROAST.

"There are opportunities that others have yet  
really harnessed and therefore the chance to dominate  
the competition.” 

The report gathered data on 10,000 key phrases in the 
different verticals over a month-long period. At the same  
time answer box ranking data were gathered which was  
then integrated into the Voice Search Ranking Report.  
One of those verticals tested was gambling.

For this report, ROAST used a total of 496 key phrases  
tested on a Google Home device, with the test carried  
out on 21 March 2018.

The agency says gambling companies are often the first to try 
to test and embrace new technology with the view to gaining 
market share in what is an extremely competitive sector.

However, at the same time gambling companies are often 
restricted and limited by rules and regulations of platforms. 
For example, not all AdWords retargeting options are possible  
in the gambling vertical.

Already the Google Assistant has a gambling policy for 
developers who are looking to create an action (like the  
Alexa Skills): We don't allow Actions that facilitate or promote 
online gambling services, including but not limited to, online 
casinos, sports betting, lotteries, or games of skill if they offer 
prizes of cash or other value.

So the creation of an action might not be a viable option for 
gambling companies, but they may be able to gain visibility 
using answer boxes.

“Overall the Google Assistant isn’t very good at answering 
questions in the vertical industry – 73% of question the assistant 
didn’t answer,” says John Campbell, Head of SEO at ROAST.

“Google uses featured snippet answer boxes from web 
searches to answer questions. If there is no featured snippet 
answer boxes it won’t respond. Sometime the questions we 

gambling companies are 
often the first to try 

to test new technology 
with the view to gaining 

market share

John Campbell, Head of SEO at Roast



• basketball odds 
• tennis betting 
• how to work out a single bet
• yankee bet 
• premier league relegation odds 
• football betting

One of the reasons why Google might not be able to give 
a result is due to not having an answer box result to extract 
information from.

For example, for “basketball odds” there is no featured 
snippet answer box for Google to use.

Some key phrases are more suited to answer boxes, for 
example “how to work out a single bet”, however, no website 
has provided content for Google to create an answer box from.

For other questions it could be too complex to answer. For 
example, for “basketball odds”, which basketball match is 
being referred to? For how long will the odds stay valid?

This is where there is a possible split in the way Google could 
respond. Google could try to build a pre-made action “installed” 
on every device which could answer such questions or, Google 
suggests opening an action made by a third-party developer.

As already discussed, Actions are apps for assistant devices 

bing's dominance in the 
home devices market 

means it is well  
worth any affiliate’s 
attention right now

which add extra functionality to the device. For example, 
Dominos have an action which allows you to order a pizza. 
You have to first ask to talk to Dominos to open the action. 
However, if Google can’t find an answer to a question they 
might suggest opening an action which could help the user. 
This is known as “Implicit invocation”.

Actions by third-party developers, like the one from Paddy 
Power, allow for conversations between the user and device, 
which then can talk to an external service which returns a 
piece of information.

The question here is can Google match up questions it  
can’t answer to actions that third-party developers have 
created? This could be the key to answering more questions  
in the gambling vertical.

If you aren’t familiar with Snippet Answer Boxes then these 
are vital for appearing in voice search answers. The ROAST 
test produced 120 standard answers from Google Assistant, 
with the information gleaned from these snippets. When 
searching for “how does a Goliath bet work” then Google 
Assistant provided information from betvictor.com taken 
from a snippet answer box.

However, there are times when the voice search result 
doesn’t match the featured snippet answer box on the  
web and it pulls the information from another domain.

For example, “what is a Trixie bet in horse racing”,  
Google shows a featured snippet answer box from  
888sport.com. However, the voice search result was from 
another domain – freeracingtips.com. The information is 
extracted from their website. Analysing the daily ranking 
data from Stat, a tool that tracks search rankings, we can  
see Google is switching between different domains to 
provide the content in the answer box.

In the gambling vertical, ROAST saw an 83% match of the 
featured snippet answer box to the voice assistant result.  
They also tracked which website in the gambling vertical  
is performing the best on featured snippet answer boxes  
and voice answer results.

Aceodds.com are dominating both answer boxes and 
assistant results, being referenced 77 times as the answer.  
Many key phrases in this vertical were related to how  
different types of bets work for example;

• goliath bet explained
• what is a Heinz bet
• what does Heinz mean in betting
• how many bets in Heinz

Aceodds.com have conducted work to rank for these key 
phrases and gain answer boxes. In doing so their visibility  
on voice results is excellent.

It’s pretty clear, then, that any affiliate looking to boost 
their success should try to gain as many answer boxes as 
possible. One way to do this would be to identify gaps for 
key phrases that currently do not have an answer box. 
Another route would be to try and create an Action, very 
much like Paddy Power did, although Google’s gambling 
restrictions therefore apply.

And as we have already shown, Google is not necessarily 
the be-all and end-all when it comes to search engines to 
be optimised. Bing may recently have been replaced as the 
default search engine for Siri, but its dominance in the home 
devices market thanks to Amazon’s Echo means it is well  
worth any affiliate’s attention right now.

The way people are searching is changing. Long gone  
are the days of desktop and Google’s dominance. Affiliate’s  
need to start thinking wider, and smarter, to fully take 
advantage of how voice-based search is going to change  
the game in gambling.



“What is it about the Nordic market 
which makes it one of the most 
appealing to affiliates?”

 end in this region compared too organisation that have  
not yet complete the “mobile switch”.

Although we have a very wide portfolio of games,  
at LeoVegas we are very picky. We actually pick games  
using an internal game scoring system based on the 
mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics of the game, with  
a particular interest on how well the game is suited for  
mobile devices in terms of loading-time, UI and  
performance. We believe this is fundamental for our  
mobile-first ideology. Whereby we strive to create the 
greatest gaming experience and be number one in  
mobile gaming.

To achieve this, we’re guided by five core values that 
permeate our entire operation chain. In one way or another 
they are all evident in our branding – mobile, innovative, 
professional, fun and friendly, and one LeoVegas. 

We’re also an innovative entertainment company in that  
we believe in fun. We understand that mobile devices are 
now driving the entertainment industry to simply make 
gaming more fun. 

Mobile is ingrained in our DNA and this has not  
changed during the past years. This has also attracted 
customers to LeoVegas who have found the whole mobile 
standpoint as new and exciting, so much so that we have  
some of the highest customer retention rates in the industry. 
This too is great for our affiliates.

"Mobile is ingrained in our DNA and  
this has not changed during the past  
years. This has also attracted customers  
to LeoVegas who have found the whole  
mobile standpoint as new and exciting,  
so much so that we have some of the highest  
customer retention rates in the industry"

Giacomo Bettoni 
Head of Affiliates, LeoVegas

The countries in the Scandinavian region, together  
with the United Kingdom, have been among the  
fastest when it comes to the development of the 
 online gaming sector. 

Denmark has regulated their online gambling sector 
several years ago and it seems like Sweden will be the  
next Nordic country to launch a regulation to control 
the online gambling sector. Norway and Finland are also 
expected to follow the same path at some point over  
the next years especially considering that a regulation  
would also mean a substantial tax intake from a sector  
that has been financially unregulated to this moment for 
these countries.

But why is the Scandinavian online gaming market so 
important for the industry?

To have an answer for the above question, we need a  
fast-track look over a few facts: Between 60 and 80% of 
Nordic citizens state that they have engaged in gambling 
of some kind at least once over a 12- month period and it 
is estimated that the unregulated online gambling market 
in Norway and Sweden reaches almost €1bn worth yearly. 
Of course, this is also due to the incredible mobile internet 
penetration for this geos that is one of the highest in the 
world. Nordics citizens are also avid mobile users this  
means that casinos like LeoVegas that have invested  
heavily in the concept of “Mobile First”, will have an upper 



DO YOU HAVE A BURNING 
QUESTION YOU WANT TO ASK?
If so, contact us at trafficology@gamblinginsider.com

After some years the ‘Second generation’ of affiliates 
emerged and I would cite Catena & Game Lounge as the 
earliest examples where these upcoming teams of affiliates 
partnered with investors and established companies that 
required constant growth and development. 

As their businesses were then sold and were then listed 
for record amounts, it created a buzz that echoed around 
the Swedish/Nordic gaming community. 

This created the platform for the ‘third generation’ of 
affiliates, .i.e. those that started just a few years ago. 
Buoyed by the second generation successes the market 
saw a huge influx of affiliates and partners that had not 
touched affiliation for online gaming before but who were 
eager to give it a go to make their own success story. 

Examples of those firms who started businesses which 
within one to two or three years were sold for €5-10m are 
numerous. 
 This has resulted in the recent consolidation within 
affiliation taking place where Catena, Raketech, Reef, Better 
Collective and others were/are buying everything that they 
can get their hands on, further fuelling this fire.  For me I 
wouldn't expect this “Nordic packed with affiliates” to 
change anytime soon. 

On top of what I believe to be personal preferences 
the Nordics and familiarity of its citizens with the English 
language, the markets also have great player values and 
with these factors serve to encourage new and up and 
coming affiliates to try, or find, their skills on the Nordic 
market. At the same time, these affiliates can have a ‘step 
2’ in their business plan, where they would use those same 
skills to conquer other markets and find their exponential 
growth that way. 

We can already see Catena and other bigger affiliates 
preparing to enter the US market should the regulation 
allow them to work towards that entire market and both 
Latam as well as Japan are geographies that I believe the 
affiliates are ready to really focus on within the short to 
long-term.

This for me is why we have a Nordic packed with affiliates 
today, and will probably have in the foreseeable future as 
well. I would, however, not say that the busy market should 
deter any aspiring affiliate as "a smooth sea never made a 
skilled sailor."- Franklin D. Roosevelt. So get out there and 
see what search terms you can take over and in that way, 
see how your skill level measure up.

"When you are learning a new craft, trying 
out what works and what doesn't it's just so 
much easier to do it in a language that you 
know and understand. With this knowledge 
base you are far more able to see easy mistakes 
in the content, fi nd relevant sites to buy links 
from or just build a product that appeals to 
the potential players"

toBiaS ReGneStam
Chief of Happiness (COO), Cashmio 

For me I guess the wider way to interpret this question is: 
Why is the Nordic market so packed with affiliates?

As in many other fields in life it's common that a business starts 
operating in a market that it knows best and affiliate businesses 
are no exception to this in my experience. 

To answer the aforementioned question as to why the Nordic 
market is so appealing to affiliates today we would need to turn 
back the clock some 15-20 years, travelling back to the late 1990s 
or early 2000s. This was a time when the Nordics and maybe 
Sweden in particular (being from the beautiful Stockholm 
myself I might be a tiny bit partial here) recognised the 
potential of the internet for its citizens. 

In an effort to capitalise on this potential, huge infrastructural 
efforts were made to increase internet accessibility, with the aim 
of making it accessible as possible to as many people as possible 
in as short time span as possible. 

The curriculums of schools were altered to include ‘basic 
computer knowledge’ and 'basic fact finding online'. This 
was complemented by the extensive education in the English 
language that was already one of the core elements of the 
Swedish national curriculum. 

Taking both of these constituent parts into account, I 
believe that this laid the foundation for a very wide interest 
in technology and the internet for the whole generation. 

All the sudden you had a generation with access to the 
‘World Wide Web’, together with an internet that was fast enough 
to actually enjoy the experience, and a language to venture out 
into the world without leaving your school, library or home and 
learn whatever you could find out there.

Moving forward to the present day this generation of  
“Nordics” that grew up with computers and internet as early 
teens saw the potential within casino gaming, and when 
you are learning a new craft, trying out what works and 
what doesn't it's just so much easier to do it in a language 
that you know and understand. 

With this knowledge base you are far more able to see easy 
mistakes in the content, find relevant sites to buy links from or 
just build a product that appeals to the potential players.

This created the 'First generation'. Of affiliates, but also those 
first casino creators, who were often two sides of the same coin, 
with one focussing on the SEO technical side of the business 
and the other on the content and dealing side of the operation. 

These individuals were able to make some hundred thousand 
Euros a year without excessive effort and at the same time enjoy 
their time with the casino affiliate managers.



DO YOU HAVE A BURNING 
QUESTION YOU WANT TO ASK?
If so, contact us at trafficology@gamblinginsider.com

In fact, from what we are seeing at Catena Media, 
this mature and determined behaviour, where the players 
know exactly what they want, is one of the things that 
plays very much into the hands of the affiliates and why 
many media houses fail to provide operators with a good 
ROI on their investments. For all these more mature players 
every new gambling experience starts with a comparison 
query and much less as a result of a spur of the moment 
decision based on an advertisement.  

COMPETITION
The competition amongst operators on the Nordic market 
has been absolutely fierce. 

Operators have been able to air their advertising freely on 
TV channels broadcasted from the UK under OfCom regulation. 
In fact, it has become so fierce and so lucrative to the TV 
channels that Swedes in particular have been absolutely 
swamped by gambling advertising to the point that it has 
created a degree of bad will towards the industry. 

In the midst of this over exposure, operators have been 
looking actively to find alternative way of offering their services 
to the players. In this environment affiliates represent a much 
less intrusive option only really appearing as a result of an 
active search or query done by a player. 

The competition is almost as fierce in Norway and Finland 
as in Denmark and Sweden but with limited mass media 
opportunities, making affiliates arguably an even more 
important partner to reach your target audience. 

PLAYER VALUE
Average income in the Nordics is comparatively high 
and so is the interest in gambling. For an affiliate this
of course represents an interesting option as opposed 
to lower player values historically seen in Eastern and 
Southern Europe. Average lifetime is also high and 
affiliates can still see revenues coming from players
signing up ten years ago. 

"Sweden has in many ways been the Promised 
Land for operators and affi  liates alike the last 
twenty years. Due to a legal gridlock where 
national and EU legislation were pitted against 
each other online operators have had full 
marketing access to the market without having 
to pay local tax which has lead to very high 
product awareness and solid margins"

KLaS WinBeRG
VP Sales & Marketing Casino, Catena Media 

In my opinion the answer to this can be summarised in four 
things; market maturity, player maturity, competition, and 
player value. 

MARKET MATURITY
The Nordics was the first region in the world to go online with 
gambling. Early movers such as Unibet, Expekt and Betsson 
entered the market before the turn of the century, fuelled 
by the regions early adoption of internet infrastructure and 
tradition of gambling. We still see the traces of this, with 
strong Swedish brands being dominant on the international 
online gambling stage. 

With this came early and solid payment solutions and 
affiliate systems making it easy for small, often one or two-
man band affiliates, to build a relationship with the operators 
and provide good players. In addition, online affiliation was 
early onto the stage in the Nordics, with companies like 
Tradedoubler educating site owners on their potential of 
monetizing relevant traffic from their web sites. 

Sweden has in many ways been the Promised Land for 
operators and affiliates alike the last twenty years. Due to a 
legal gridlock where national and EU legislation were pitted 
against each other online operators have had full marketing 
access to the market without having to pay local tax which 
has lead to very high product awareness and solid margins.

PLAYER MATURITY
Online gambling is very much driven by trust. Trust for the 
industry is now solid as it has been around for twenty years 
in the Nordics and queries like ‘can I trust using my credit 
card’ to deposit to this site have not been seen in an online 
forum in the Nordics for a very long time. 

Comparing this with a market with Japan where players 
are at a maturity level of early 2000 century when it comes 
to the commodity of trust. This means that affiliates can 
spend more time just focusing on providing good offers 
and less explaining why it is safe to bet online. 
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John Geenen, CEO & Founder of 
CasinoBonusMaster.com, tells Traffi cology 
what he enjoys outside the 9 to 5

plaY hard

WHERE DID YOU GO ON YOUR LAST HOLIDAY? 
AND WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRAVEL TO NEXT?
Because we are so busy with building up our company, 
I don’t have a lot of time available for a personal holiday. 
However, we go on a ski holiday every year, so my last trip 
was to Saalbach Hinterglemm. 

Our next holiday will be a trip to Thailand! We would 
love to go island hopping!

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE WEBSITE?
Without a doubt www.casinobonusmaster.com! 

WHAT’S THE BEST BOOK YOU’VE READ RECENTLY? AND WHY?
I have been in the online gambling niche for over 12 years 
and around two to three years ago I stood before an 
important crossroads and needed to make the most 
difficult and life-changing choices in my life. Around that 
time I was reading “Think and Grow Rich” by Napoleon Hill.

Reading this booked helped me so much and turned 
my vision of the world and myself upside down. I had 
a clear vision what to do and till this very day this is 
what is driving me in building up my company! There 
is no difference between work and personal. In my 
opinion, everybody needs to do what they like to do 
and keep a positive outlook with all the things going 
on in your life. 

WHAT WAS THE LAST SONG YOU LISTENED TO?
Sound of Silence from Disturbed. If you like the original from 
Simon & Garfunkel you really need to listen to this song!

WHAT’S THE WORST JOB YOU’VE HAD? AND WHY?
When I was 15 years old I had a holiday job in a factory that 
makes fans. It was in the middle of the summer and ironically,
the factory did not have fans for their staff. I think that that 
job set my vision in life and I set goals in life that are very 
hard but achievable!

if Your house was on fire, whaT would be The one iTem 
YOU COULD SAVE? (OBVIOUSLY EXCLUDING FAMILY, PETS ETC.)
All material items can be replaced. Only thing I would need are 
pictures because they carry a lot of memories and emotions.

WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM JOB? (APART FROM WHAT YOU’RE 
DOING RIGHT NOW)
I already have my dream job! But if I could choose any job on 
earth, I would love to be a private jet pilot! 
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